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Soly Sombra 
"Abby, you should buy the tickets. My Spanish is so bad, I'll probably 
get tickets for the bullpen,'' Charlie said. 
"Carlos, if you have the dinero, they'll speak your language. Just say 
sol y sombra, sun and shade. Then at least I won't burn, if you're going to 
make me sit through this bullfight.'' 
She watched him move through the crowds of German and English 
tourists toward the ticket window. He was easy to spot in any crowd, at six feet, 
four inches, even with his auburn hair cut short to military regulation. At five 
feet, five inches, she had to look up to him. 
She was left on the less crowded side of the plaza, farthest from the stadium. 
Tourists wandered around with lukewarm cans of pop in their hands, talking 
about how hot the weather was, even for Madrid in July. A few Spaniards 
worked through the crowd, selling postcards, plastic fans, and posters. Booths 
were set up around the plaza, blaring pasadobles on their loudspeakers, 
sending the bullfight music over the square and down the normally quiet Sunday 
streets. Some of the plywood booths sold bags of almonds, hard candies, and 
warm Coca Colas and lemon sodas. Others sold t-shirts, hats, and more plastic 
fans. 
Abby slid the straps of her pale yellow sundress closer to the ends of her 
shoulders, trying to prevent too much of a tan line. She hadn't felt so hot or 
been so dark since she and Charlie had left the States fourteen months earlier. 
The sun was even starting to put streaks of gold into her shoulder length light 
brown hair, like it used to when she worked with her father and brothers, putting 
up hay in the long Illinois summer days. 
Those days the sun had felt as though it was trying to burn the life out of 
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them as they worked. Now, after months of the cold dampness in West 
Germany, it was more like an old friend, warm and welcome. 
Charlie returned and showed her the tickets before shoving them into the 
pocket of his jeans. "No problem at all, except for beating off the postcard 
peddlers.'' 
"We have almost an hour. Let's get a drink across the street at that little 
cafe, Charlie." 
Most of the small wooden tables were full, but they found one right at the 
edge of the sidewalk. The umbrellas over the tables provided little shade with 
the angle of the late afternoon sun. 
Abby ordered a beer for Charlie and a mineral water for herself. As the 
waiter turned to fill their order, Charlie pulled out a small guidebook. She rolled 
her eyes. 
"I thought the point of our taking a vacation by ourselves was to escape 
the sort of regimented weekend tours we've been taking with the officer's 
club." 
"Excuse me. Maybe if I'd spent my last summer of college in Mexico like 
you did, instead of serving my country, I wouldn't have to look through a guide 
book now to know what to expect.'' 
"I was studying, not going to bullfights all the time. Put away the book, 
and I'll give you the play by play, just like you do for me during football 
games.'' 
Their drinks arrived just then, so he put the book away. 
"So you'll actually be watching the fight, instead of the crowd?" 
"There won't by any people to watch, just tourists. And I don't have to 
watch every second to know what's going to happen. In fact, I could tell you 
right now and we could skip the fight.'' 
"No way. Wehaveadeal.I spentawholedaygoing through the Prado with 
you, and you know my museum tolerance is only two hours." 
She sipped hermineral waterandsaidnothing. Coming toSpainhadbeen 
her idea, not Charlie's, she admitted to herself. He didn't have enough leave for 
a decent visit home since they had to split their time between his family in New 
York and hers in Illinois. Charlie had suggested England, but she had pointed 
out the expense. 
She suggested hot and inexpensive Spain, but he had balked at first She 
was sureitwasbecause he didn't speak thelanguage.Hewasproudofthefact 
that he spoke four languages, but Spanish wasn't one of them. He had to act 
as her constant translator in Germany. She decided to use that fact to her 
advantage, and asked his aid in translating more than usual in the days that 
followed their discussion about the upcoming vacation. He finally got the hint. 
Perhaps he also remembered the first few weeks in Frankfurt, as she struggled 
with her new teaching job in the dependents' school and finding a decent place 
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to live off the base, while he was constantly on duty and unable to help her much. 
And all this after only a month of marriage. 
So Charlie had agreed. His only requests were a couple of days on a beach 
and a bullfight. They had already spent three days on the coast, which they both 
enjoyed. However, she had been hoping to talk him out of the bullfight. But, 
he remained unshakable, and now she was less than half an hour away from 
seeing her third unwanted bullfight. The first had been about fifteen years ago, 
on the farm. Her thirteen year old brother, Dave, and his friend Danny decided 
to become rodeo stars. Of course they needed to practice. She, with a devoted 
ten year old's crush on Danny, watched from a perch on the fence. They picked 
one of the younger and more manageable-looking bull calves for lassoing 
practice. 
The lasso they made was less than perfect. After many tries Danny got it 
over the calf's head. He and Dave both had to hold on the rope to stop the calf. 
And they stopped it too, quite suddenly and quite permanently. Before they 
realized what was happening, their awkward lasso strangled the calf. 
Dave and Danny both got whippings when their fathers found out. She had 
been cured of her crush by the sight of the calf with its eyes bulging, lying in 
the dirt. 
The second bull fight had been during her studies in Mexico. She and some 
of the other Americans decided to drive to Mexico City for a long weekend. The 
rest wanted to take in a bullfight. She hadn't, remembering the animal back in 
Illinois. Her friends teased her, asking if a farm girl like her wasn't used to 
seeing animals die. She replied that she'd left the farm behind, and anyway 
animals there died for a reason, be it nature or necessity, the same arguments 
she would later use on Charlie. 
However, her friends had been persistent, just as Charlie was now. She 
caved in and went, partly to shut them up and partly to test her own strength. 
She passed that test, barely. Her friends failed. They enjoyed the fight 
in the beginning, with the procession of the matadors and their assistants in their 
gleaming suits. However, they began to look a little uneasy as the first fight 
really began with the picador on horseback sticking his pike into the bull' s neck 
to lower its head. The sight of the man pushing into the bull with the long pike, 
as it tried to gore his horse through its protective covering, was unsettling. 
Then the next stage, the banderillo on foot coming up close to the bull to 
throw his darts into its back, reminded them of the element of human danger 
involved. The man on foot looked so vulnerable, holding only the colored darts, 
and the bull' s head was even lower as it charged everything that moved. 
When the matador came out with his cape and sword, they seemed to relax 
in their seats again. However as the bull came closer to the matador with each 
charge, they were again on the edge of their seats, looking for all the world as 
if they would spring up and run out at any second. After all the teasing though, 
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they felt compelled to last at least one fight. They watched as the matador 
finally brought the bull to the dust, after a few tottering steps with his sword 
deep in his neck. He retrieved his sword and took his bows, his cape stained a 
darker red with the bull' s blood. 
She and her friends left as the workers dragged the bull out, saying to each 
other that the remaining five fights would be the same, so they would only be 
wasting time by staying to watch. 
The others looked rather carsick, even before they started out on the drive 
back to San Miguel. She had to drive. And she had to make more than one stop 
along the side of the mountain road, as the queasiness they held back 
overwhelmed them on the twisting road that had not fazed them at all on the 
trip to the city. 
Charlie finished his beer and was starting to pull out the guidebook again 
when she looked up. She sighed and he looked at her. 
"Are you ready to go?" he asked. 
She nodded and stood up. He paid the waiter and they crossed the street back 
to the stadium. They found the right gate with a few minutes to spare. Before 
they started up the steps to their seats, Abby stopped in front of an old man 
with a pile of cushions at his feet 
"Rent a couple. Those stone seats are really rough after a while." 
She picked up a couple of the cleaner looking ones while Charlie paid the 
man. They found their seats, but Charlie wouldn't let her sit 
''Just a second.'' He spread his clean white handkerchief over her cushion. 
"Now you can sit." 
Their seats were still covered in sunshine, but the shade was slowly 
advancing toward their section. Most of the crowd was packed into the shaded 
or about to be shaded sections. Directly across the ring, in the center of the 
almost empty sunny section was a group that could only be American students. 
About twenty were spread over several rows, in shorts and tank tops, rubbing 
suntan lotion on one another. 
Abby noticed far more Spaniards in the audience than the crowd outside 
indicated. In fact, they actually outnumbered the tourists. From two rows 
ahead, Abby began to catch bits of conversation about the three matadors. The 
two old men seemed to agree that they were all fairly skillful and knew how to 
play to the crowd. 
The shade advanced over their seats as the ritual began down on the ring. 
Two horsemen in medieval costume asked the ceremonial president of the 
fights for the key to the bullpen. Then the music began and the matadors led 
the procession into the ring. 
The first bull was released and Abby started her play by play. She made 
it brief, telling him in one short sentence about the picador, then the banderillo, 
letting the action tell most of the story. As each of the men went to work, she 
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turned her head to watch the crowd. The roars of the crowd told her when to look 
back and explain the next stage to Charlie. Finally the bull lay in the dust 
"Now that youknowwhat'sgoingon,l'mleaving. I'll beacrossthestreet 
at the cafe. Join me whenever you're ready." 
She stood and picked up his handkerchief. Charlie just nodded and turned 
his eyes back to the ring as the second bull was released. 
As she crossed the now empty plaza, she could hear the crowd cheer the 
demise of the second bull. The cafe was all but deserted. She sat at the same 
table, this time ordering a pitcher of sangria 
"With two glasses," she added in Spanish. 
She sipped a glass of the fruity wine and watched as groups of tourists 
straggled out of the stadium every few minutes. They quickly disappeared into 
taxis or down the street into the metro. 
She picked up the pitcher to refill her glass and realized that she was still 
holding Charlie's handkerchief. It was now wrinkled and damp with sweat. She 
laid it on the table and tried to smooth it out. A shadow fell across her. It was 
Charlie. 
He picked up the handkerchief and shoved it back into his pocket. Then 
he sat and picked up the pitcher to fill the second glass. 
"That looks good. It even has ice cubes. I can't believe it. In Germany you 
can't get ice cubes to save your life, and here you get them in wine. From 
looking at the guidebook, I think we may have missed a Goya room at the 
Prado. They're closed on Mondays, but we could go back Tuesday." 
"Well, okay. But only for an hour or two." 
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FIRST PLACE POETRY 
Storm Warning 
Losing the Day's Inn at days end 
As the first hot drops of rain 
Make the windshield run in molten pools. 
His mother and I are bickering like 
Thunderheads in the front seat 
Lightening jumps from cloud to cloud in curses, 
Then strikes twice at him in frustration. 
It rains harder and I remember, 
Gettysberg in 1972 when rain 
Marched over low hills in a long gray wave like 
Picket's Charge. I looked up just in time 
To catch the blue-white flash of 
A backhand to the backseat. 
Monogrammed cuff billowing behind like 
Sheets left on the line 
When the storm hits. 
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Chris Harbaugh 
SECOND PLACE ART 
Dragon's Teeth 
Jennifer Hart collage 
SECOND PLACE FICTION 
Steve Inskeep 
Freeway to Somewhere 
Cody started a very exclusive club. No blacks, no Jews, no women, no 
foreigners, no flaky religions, no dandruff, and no bad breath. No white people 
either. No one qualified for membership at all except Cody, who was one-fourth 
Asian, one-fourth Creole, and one-half unknown. For a clubhouse, he rented 
a one-room apartment near the condemned part of town. He built a bar, 
stocked it lavishly, filled the refrigerator, paid the rent, locked the door, and 
waited at the window for people to apply for membership so he could reject 
them. 
And he became a very, very old man. 
*** 
They were playing not to lose. The two men sat in Marilyn's apartment, 
drinking warm beer and wolfing down a bad dinner which they had unwillingly 
fallen over each other to prepare. Each tried not to let the other make a good 
impression on Marilyn. Each made certain the other was not alone with the 
woman for even a second. And each was determined not to be the first one to 
leave. 
Marilyn listened and watched in a mood of smiling desolation. "Is 
that so?" she asked the tall man, who was telling her why he didn't like 
organized religion. 
"You bet," the tall man said. "Show me a preacher and I'll show you a 
crook.'' He spiked a piece of fish from the plastic plate which rested on his lap. 
"You think their collection money goes to a good cause? I don't trust any of 
them, not one.'' 
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The short man said quietly, "My dad used to be a minister." 
The tall man's face reddened, and he spiked another piece of fish. "Of 
course, they're not all bad, Dan." 
Marilyn lost interest in the conversation as she wondered if either of these 
men liked her. She decided they must, since they were spending the evening 
with her. Then she decided the must not like her, since they were spending the 
evening with her. If one of them had an interest, wouldn't he have come alone? 
She decided that their joint appearance was a brush-off, an effort by both to meet 
her in an unromantic setting, an effort by both to establish themselves as ''just 
friends.'' Then she realized that she had never met even one man who wanted 
to be ''just friends.'' Finally, she decided she didn't give a damn and plugged 
back into the conversation. 
Dan, the short one, said, "I could use another beer." 
"Me too," the tall man replied. 
"Well, I'm still fine, but there's nine more in the fridge," Marilyn said 
brightly. 
The two men sat still, neither willing to leave the room even long enough 
to gather up a round of beers. After a second Marilyn said, "I'll get them," and 
strode gracefully out of the room. 
"Sure looks good," the tall man muttered as she left. 
Dan crushed his beer can in a small strong hand and said nothing. 
*** 
Cody had reasons for being prejudiced against everyone else. His club 
excluded purebred people of any sort, because Cody calculated that any 
family without mixed blood hadn't slept around enough to know anything. Of 
course, he was not the only person of more than one race. But he excluded 
all other multiracial men out of fear that they might be potential rivals for the 
female members of the club. And he allowed no female members, because 
women frightened him. 
There might have been other reasons why he hated everyone. He might 
have been affected by the time that a boy with a serpentine face called him 
a "half-breed." He might have been affected by the time he was blackballed 
by the Gravesend Club because the members did not want to be associated with 
someone who was one-fourth Asian, one-fourth Creole, and one-half 
unknown. He might have been affected by the time his wife, a dark-skinned 
woman of uncertain background, left him without giving a reason why. He 
might have fought a long battle against the fear and hate and general 
indifference he found around him. He might have struggled to be kind and open 
and trusting, only to surrender to bitterness. But if he had, these were things he 
did not realize as he waited for people to arrive so he could reject them. 
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Up the street from Cody's clubhouse, construction crews were tearing down 
some condemned buildings. They were going to build a freeway to somewhere, 
and they were in a hurry. It was almost dark, but massive lights switched on, 
allowing the men to work on. Cody sat on a stylish crate by the window and 
watched the destruction. He brushed a strand of graying hair from his pallid 
face. Sooner or later, he knew, people would arrive, begging to join the club. 
He would solemnly tell them that their admission depended on a secret vote 
of club members, and the vote would have to be unanimous. 
For the vote, he had a bowl full of wooden balls sitting on the bar. All were 
white, except for a single black one resting on top of the others. One by one, each 
applicant would be solemnly blackballed. 
Somewhere out of sight, a jackhammer rattled its fist against the 
punching bag of the sidewalk. 
*** 
Marilyn was of mixed blood. "One for you, and one for you," she said, 
handing each man a beer. A jackhammer rattled suddenly, catching their 
attention. "They're tearing down those buildings a couple of blocks away," she 
said. "They work all night Keeps me up all the time." 
"Yeah, we saw that on our way in," said the tall man. 
"Didn't you work in construction once, Ben?" Dan asked. "Digging 
ditches or something?" 
"Pipelines," the tall man corrected quickly. "We dug ditches to lay pipe-
lines in." 
Dan leaned forward, smiling just slightly. "So you did ditches." 
Marylin was listening to the distant jackhammer, which she knew would 
continue rattling all evening. It sounded spooky to her some nights as she lay 
alone in bed. Often she would try to mask its sound by turning on the clock radio. 
She would tune in a talk program and listen to lonely voices from nowhere. But 
then the jackhammer would seem spooky because she couldn't hear it, and she 
would wonder if it was still going or not. One night she swallowed three sleeping 
pills, and still couldn't sleep, unable to stand hearing the jackhammer and 
unable to stand not hearing the jackhammer. Suddenly, on the radio, a deep 
fatherly voice had told her to call a toll-free number for advice on any troubles 
she might have. As he lay in bed, fuzzy-headed but awake, the voice sounded 
kink and all-knowing, like God on a very good day. She had groped for the phone 
and dialed the number, intending to ask if there was a solution to her 
jackhammer problem. But God's line had been busy. 
"I hate those know-it-alls," she said suddenly. 
"Pardon?" asked the tall man, who had been doctoring his language, 
setting the conversation up for a subtle put-down of the short man. 
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"Those know-it-all radio guys. Act like they know the answerto everything 
in the world." 
Before her remark the men had been discussing football. The tall man said, 
"Yeah, those sportcasters think they know everything. Always saying stuff 
like 'bad call' or 'That was a bonehead play.' I'll tell you who the real 
boneheads are.'' 
Dan quietly said, "My uncle is a sportscaster." 
The tall man tried to smile. Only half his face responded, and it came out 
as a sneer. 
*** 
The huge lights at the construction site filled the neighborhood with 
eerie shadows. Cody thought the area was lit like the parking lot of a football 
stadium on the night of a big game. He sat on his stylish crate, watching the 
demolition continue. The crews were working around the clock. Somebody was 
in a hurry to build a freeway to somewhere. Cody didn't know where the 
freeway was supposed to go, but he was certain he would not go there. He would 
remain here, waiting for people to apply for membership to his club. 
He stood up, and strolled behind the lavishly stocked bar, which stood near 
a wall. He poured himself a mixed drink. Through the thin wall, he heard 
someone in the next apartment say, ''Oh, don't give me that crap.'' Then the 
jackhammer started up again, and drowned out the sound of the voice next door. 
Hearing the voice had irritated him. Not hearing the voice irritated him 
even more. 
*** 
The tall man rolled his eyes. ''Oh, don't give me that crap,'' he moaned, and 
a few blocks away the jackhammer started up again, as if to help emphasize his 
complaint. "I do not believe that your brother is a politician." 
"He is," Dan replied. "He's a city politician in Schenectady. So 
I'd appreciate it if you stop saying all politicians are crooks." 
"Every single job I mention, you've got a relative in the business," the 
tall man said. "I bet if I said a harsh word about undertakers, you'd say--" 
"My cousin is one," the short man said evenly. 
The tall man turned away. "You're just trying to embarrass me," he said, 
and flipped his hand hopelessly at the short man as if he were a fly. 
"Why would I do that?" Dan asked. The short man grinned slightly, and 
glanced over at Marilyn. Now that the tall man had lost his temper, she would 
surely be afraid to be left alone with him. 
Marilyn had missed the whole exchange. She was wondering again if 
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either of these men liked her. She saw the short man grin at her furtively, and 
she looked away. She decided that the grin looked so mischievous that it had 
to be a signal that he liked her. Then she decided that the grin looked so 
mischievous that it had to mean he was only flirting, only toying with her. Then 
she saw the pained look on the tall man's face and decided that the tall man was 
bored out of his mind, and probably didn't like her, and probably wanted to 
leave. So neither of them liked her. She tried to decide that she dido 't care, but 
couldn't. The whole matter was so discomforting to think about that she 
immediately changed the subject in her mind. She thought about her father--
a cranky, senile old man who behaved as if he hated her. She thought of his 
wasted, pallid, angry face--a face she could not escape, for she had to check on 
him daily to make sure he was remembering to eat and breathe. He spoke to 
her in his deep bitter voice, a voice that sounded like God on a very bad day. 
He would say, "I don't like you. I don't like any of you. To hell with you." 
Forcing back tears she would ask him why, but God never answered. 
This subject was even more painful to dwell on, so she let her mind drift 
to the soothing sound of the jackhammer, making room for the freeway down 
the street. She thought it was a sweet, almost melodic sound. Then she decided 
it was abrasive and ugly. 
Suddenly she was angry. Suddenly she could not stand the two men sitting 
before her, subtly edging each other for position. She realized she should have 
known better than to have invited two men of pure race into her home. She 
decided that she had located the two most contemptible men on the face of the 
earth. It was a comforting thought. ''Get out,'' she snarled. 
"Pardon?" the tall man asked. 
"I said get out. Both of you. I'm sick of this." 
Uncertainly, the two men stood. "What's the problem?" the short man 
asked. 
She did not elaborate. She walked to the door and held it open. 
"Goodnight," the tall man said, as the two men walked out 
"Yeah, right," she said. 
*** 
Cody drank too much. He flopped into a soft chair and let his head roll 
around and around endlessly. He was a jack-in-the-box, and his neck was the 
spring. 
After a moment his head slowed down. "Weeeeeeelllll," he slurred. "I 
guess ... " 
The jackhammer sounded again, cutting through stone. 
"I guess nobody's going to show," he said sleepily. 
His head stopped moving. 
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The club was closed. 
*** 
Marilyn sighed. She went next door, and unlocked the door to the little 
closet-like apartment where she kept her father. She found him sprawled all over 
a chair, with and empty glass in his hand. He looked like he was dead. This did 
not bother Marilyn, because he always looked like he was dead. She was only 
gladthathe did not speaktoher.Shepriedtheglass from his stifffingersand 
put it on the bar. Then she pulled a blanket off his bed, threw it over him, and 
tucked the edges under his thin wasted body. 
Several bottles stood open on the bar. She stepped that way, then stopped 
when she saw a wooden bowl sitting next to the bottles. Polished wooden balls 
about the size of marbles filled the bowl; all were white, except for a single 
black ball which lay on top. 
She plucked the black ball from the pile, walked to the window, and 
hurled it away. In the eerie light below, it smacked on the sidewalk and rattled 
against a trash can. Then, not knowing why, she went back to the bar, picked 
up the bowl, and dumped all of its contents out the window. A hundred 
judgments smacked the pavement and rolled down the street, seeking level 
ground where there was none. They rolled down the asphalt toward the freeway 
to somewhere. 
Marilyn wondered where the freeway went, but she felt fairly certain that 
wherever it went, she would not be going there. 
On his chair the sleeping drunk man moved his mouth and a sound came 
out: "Mmmrfff." 
Marilyn turned back toward the man in the chair and tentatively put 
her hand on his shoulder. 
"I love you too," she whispered nervously, and left the room. 
As she lay in bed next door, the jackhammer was a jackhammer and nothing 
more. 
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SECOND PLACE PoETRY 
Fog 
You call from the comer booth, ask 
if you can come see me, don't mention 
that you have already driven the three 
hours between us, biting your lip 
and looking for a place to tum around, 
but seeing only the white edgelines which lead 
you through night that looks like clouds. 
When you get to my door I want 
to comfort you, as I would hold 
a small child with a scraped elbow, 
but you are skinned invisibly in so many 
places I can't tell where not to touch. 
You are content to lay by me in bed, 
your forehead touching my breast, your lashes 
tickling me like blades of new grass. 
It's when we are naked that we feel things 
completely, like these woolen circumstances 
that chafe against your raw skin; did you come 
looking for silky acceptance, milk-white 
as the fog between me and your home? 
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Karen Craigo 
Because I Hate Radishes 
In your cabbage field you were just 
harvesting goldenrods the year we met. 
You picked for me the best of the crop, 
the way you now gather cucumbers, 
one by one, careful not to bruise 
the yellow buds. Once you wrote me 
a letter, which you had me read 
in your presence, over twenty pages, 
the final ink still fresh enough to smudge. 
I said I would write back in the way 
you say you'll fix the hole in your floor 
on the next rainy day. What should I admit 
to someone who bends 14 hours a day 
in rows which are much straighter 
than newspaper columns? That I eat 
your radishes like apples? That I miss 
your dusty feet, and the way your dog 
nips at your ankles? Sometimes at night 
you'd sing to me and mourn the same lost love 
as your grampa with the same old guitar. 
For you, rest is feeling 
the black soil beneath your feet 
and the cool, late-summer evening. 
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Karen Craigo 
Jeff Smoking (D. g. wl H. 0.) 
Jennifer Hart charcoal 
HONORABLE MENTION POETRY 
George Barnette 
Babies 
You two just walked ahead to the car as laid back as anything and me 
and Missy followed with your 12 day old baby in my arms and you knew I had 
a buzz, but you just trust me and you didn't even worry. I cradled that little thing 
like some kind of explosive. Scared to move too suddenly or change the position 
of my arms. How can you stand the danger of having this little boy? One slip no 
more unlikely than me dropping that beer earlier and he'd be dead or retarded 
or something. 
Like my uncle who was riding my dad's shoulders when he was three and 
hit his head on the door jamb. It frogged his soft spot and made him mentally 
retarded. Now he' s46 and he acts like he's 6. Dad's a drunk. I wonder about him. 
So you and Josie drop us off and I feel better with little Jacob in the car seat 
sleeping again. Me and Missy cling together and walk to the car, stopping every 
few steps and just staring at each other. Her belly and breasts against me tightly, 
I'm holding what is woman. I feel the woman. 
"I want to have your baby'' she persuades me, her pink cheeks flushing, 
glowing red. My pride struggles with the fear of fucking -up babies and climbs 
on top and squats on that nervousness, flexing its muscles and holding its woman 
and says fuck it, by God, this is beautiful. 
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HoNORABLE MENTION PoETRY 
Years After Her Death 
you still refuse to hold her photograph--
com that has been threshed 
in a season passed too quickly; 
a thing unto itself beaten 
into near obscurity by yellow marks 
along the fringes. Remembrance festers 
under her straw hat, between greying strands 
and a dark swell at the temple, an intruder 
to the smooth, familiar ground your fingers 
once searched, dabbled in during dry heat 
for sweet comfort: a sign of pox, a mark 
left by some unwelcomed caller in the night 
that kept growing despite their feeble efforts 
to calm it. Above, an eye is pulled 
shut in pain from clouds of gnats rising 
from the cracked earth, the burning rays 
of something not quite understood, 
the memory of how your eldest came to her that 
winter's night without warning despite the crow's 
call, the moon's measure, and the doctor's best 
advice, of how your youngest was swallowed 
by the tall well of Chicago. 
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Eric Cash 
You sit there a steel blade 
cutting against the most stubborn 
grain of the field, staunch in your posture 
of forgetting this prize, this paper token 
passed like brown hair from generation 
to generation. You maintain despite my meager 
plea to gaze into the likeness of forty 
years gone, before the irrigation they cut 
into those thin branches of a once 
strong oak, before the straps 
binding you foal-like against the harshness 
of gravity, before the glaze they tell me 
now covers your sight. You sit and smile 
at the mere mention of her name, 
not sanctified in proof, not etched 
to imperfection among the weeds of reality, 
but a name none the less, a dinner bell 
ringing after the plowing was finished, 
after the world itself fell away 
between the harsh sun and all 
that pretended existence in its wake. 
I watch you, feeling her presence lift 
for a minute this barrier between us, 
as you quietly push the photograph away, 
touch your lips, content with finer cobwebs. 
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Joan Altman 
Candle Lighting Ceremonies 
You have to watch old women in black light candles in a church. 
There is a technique. 
They put pesetas or francs or lira or marks or schillings 
into the metal box, eyes fixed on whatever the rows of candles 
grace, the Virgin, a saint, or a crucifix, as they light a candle. 
Then they go back to the pew and kneel and stare straight 
ahead at the statue and pray, and sometimes cry. 
A rosary is optional. 
You have to watch schoolgirls from New Jersey light the same candles. 
There is another technique. 
They put whatever kinds of coins they have left in their pockets 
into the metal box, eyes always glancing side to side, 
turning their heads to check around, as they light a candle. 
Then they kneel and pray head down for a moment or two, 
and then slip around pillars to rejoin the group. 
A camera is optional. 
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Kirsten Aurelius photograph 
The Baptism 
(for my Aunt Sue) 
I have seen her change these 
last few months--have watched 
her becoming strong and new. Where 
she had fallen, she stood, and greeting 
death, defied it. I've seen her cry 
for a vision of a river and her brother 
across it, on the other side, waving 
good-bye. And today I saw her crossing. 
Led in white to the lake, she 
took the water freely, poured it 
into each of us--into our tears. 
And wet, she was raised and smiled 
at the world--the water and the 
burning leaves, the weeping faces 
and the hills. There was a song 
working through the congregation, 
lined and followed phrase 
by phrase until it echoed and 
returned from those hills. It 
was an old song, Regular Baptist, 
and today it had new meaning. 
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Laura Caudill-Cash 
For My Father 
I am hungry to see him. Months 
have passed and left an aching 
in my stomach and a repeating 
scenario. My sister and I are 
at his bedside. He stops breathing. 
We hold his hands, kiss him one last 
time, the surge of color--violent 
blue--jolting through him. Then 
he rests and it is all over. But we 
are left here cold, shaking with 
this memory--like wet dogs huddled 
beneath the front porch. We are 
waiting for the rain to stop. 
I can only shudder and try to close 
my eyes to keep it out. But it 
always gets back in, this scene. 
And he is everywhere in this house, 
reduced now to objects we identify 
as his--brown leather work boots, 
unlaced and stuffed with gray-blue socks, 
a watch, a wedding band, a recliner. 
They have his warmth sealed inside, 
radiate it until we pick them up. 
Then they are just cold, unused things. 
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Laura Caudill-Cash 
When we are touched, we are just 
as cold, holding him inside us, trying 
to bridge some distance between death 
and here. Between him and us. 
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Wading 
They were days when the rain 
would come to make deep splotches 
in the powdered dirt of mid-July, 
then swell into puddles in the road. 
I would follow my sisters out 
into the drying air, through the wet 
lawn, tickling my ankles, and walk 
barefoot up the driveway following my 
path of large flat creek gravels 
to avoid the jagged edges of the flints. 
Reaching the mud puddles, we would 
flrst tap them with the pads of our 
feet then slide our toes into the 
soft mud and watch them disappear 
beneath the brown bubbles and 
foggy water. We would move 
from puddle to puddle, disturbing 
them all and sometimes flnd 
the warmth of another foot 
settled in the bottom like a sock. 
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Laura Caudill-Cash 
You Can't Be So Lucky 
Floyd Bolander photograph 
George Barnette 
Cliffs 
The car left the ground in bounces and skids on the curves as Todd sped 
across the busted-up asphalt that led to the Bull itt County rock quarry. Joe laid 
back deep in the passenger seat occasionally gulping the cold Sterling beer that 
Todd had picked up at Cork-N-Bottle on the way out of town. 
Joe was Todd's little brother, just 14, and happy as hell to be going 
somewhere. Joe drank beer with his neighbors, but him and Todd were brothers 
and kind of buddies. Riding in Todd's old Camara was too cool. Joe always 
fantasized that one day Todd would give him the Camara so that when he turned 
sixteen he'd be as cool as Todd was. Todd had his own apartment, had a job that 
paid $250.00 dollars every week, and he fucked lots of women all the time. Joe 
couldn't believe that with all this, Todd could like him and take him places 
and get drunk with him. On their way to the old quarry, Joe felt the buzz 
creeping on as the wind blasted his hair in a frazzle and the stereo with Todd's 
new power booster cranked-up, blasted out old rock-n-roll that he'd never 
heard before. 
Todd said they were going to jump off cliffs. He hadn't said anything 
else and Joe hadn't asked. Joe was ready to go anywhere with Todd. 
Finally, they turned off the pavement and onto a gravel road that made a 
long wide curve around some thick woods. The end of the road looked like a 
dead-end to the sky as a hardened gravel mound with tall weeds around each side 
sloped sharply up, steeply into a white-rock wall. Everything was grown up and 
bushy. Joe killed down the last of a beer and tossed it out the window as he 
opened the door and stood up. Todd climbed out and leaned on the car facing 
Joe on the other side laying his hairy arms on the roof. 
"You ready to jump off a cliff?" Todd teased, lifting his eyebrows and 
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grinning like he did when he asked if Joe got any pussy off his little girlfriends. 
''Sure man, as long as there ain't no rocks or nothin'. I'll do it.'' 
"Shit, we been comin' up here since I was a kid. I know every rock in 
the damn thing. There is a big car in it though. Come on, let's go check it out.'' 
Joe grabbed their towels and followed Todd around the end of the gravel 
mound onto a path just a few feet from a view of the quarry. 
Joe came to the edge beside Todd and slowly said, "Goddamn Todd, this 
is one big mother fucker! '' 
Less than three feet from the edge of a cliff at least 80 feet high with blue-
green water below, Joe scanned the high walls of the quarry in amazement. ''It 
looks like the fuckin' Grand Canyon or somethin'! This is wilder' en hell." 
"Yeah, pretty damn cool ain't it? Me and Myatt and the Burford's used 
to come here all the time.'' Todd was also staring out around the huge round 
crater, not dulled to the experience by familiarity. 
"I bet it's six football fields across this thing, man. Did you say they used 
to dig rocks outta here?'' 
"Yeah dumb-ass, that's why they callitarockquarry. It's been full a water 
for as long as I can remember though. There's all kinds of good diving spots 
around here. Come over here and let me show you this car on the bottom." 
Joe followed Todd on around the quarry, slowly, on the loose rock path that 
was always within four or five feet of the edge. As Joe edged along, he 
remembered why they had come. He had never been on a ledge of these heights 
and the thought of jumping off made him feel weak and shaky. His neck was 
stiffening and he thought he would puke. He was lost in this sickness and silent. 
"Look at that fucker" cried Todd suddenly, pointing straight down in 
the water,jolting Joe out of his quiet panic. Once Joe walked around the glare 
that the sun made on the water he could see the top of what looked like a green 
station-wagon on the bottom. 
"Why in the hell did anybody do that Todd? And how'd they get it down 
here?" 
''Insurance my man. That's why they did it. See they dumped it here then 
reported it stolen and collected the cake from the insurance company. I ain't 
got a clue how they got it here. Went four-wheelin' I guess." 
"Damn that's a trip. Is it that shallow all the way around?" 
"Naw, that's the shallowest part. An' it's deeper than you think. This 
water's kind of funky blue-green, but it's really pretty clear. I bet that car's 30 
feet deep." Todd was watching Joe as he spoke. Joe stared at the car entranced 
and Todd knew he was getting scared. 
"Damn, that's a trip," Joe said again, "I hope it ain't all that shallow." 
Joe started to flinch, but froze in position as Todd breezed close by him in 
the direction they had come from and, stopping a few feet away turned to his 
brother with big, crazy eyes and said, "Come on man, let's go fly-y-y-y." 
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Joe thought he felt a ball bat blast the back of his knee's, he thought they 
would buckle, but he held ground and fought back tears of terror straining to tell 
Todd, "Sure man, let's fuckin' fly." 
Todd turned and took off down the path faster than before and Joe lost 
ground on the loose, gravel path feeling sure that his knees would go soon, on 
any step, and send him rolling over the side of the cliff, flapping and squalling 
to his death. 
"Keep walking, keep walking," Joe prayed to himself, "it's lower way 
around there. Bet it ain't 20 feet. Please keep walkin', please keep walkin', 
lead us around to where it's safe. Please God, make 'em keep walkin'." 
Joe willed his big brother to keep walking for a pretty good ways. They had 
rounded the summit and were going down hill. Joe kept praying and begging 
God, but he began to relax some as they continued toward lower heights. "Yeah 
Todd,Iknew you wasn'tcrazy. Justkeepongoing. Goddamndon'tstopyet." 
"Oh baby thisisit! Fuckin-AJoelook at this shit. Ain'tthisatrip? Here's 
the best spot in the quarry. It's the highest spot that's clear enough to dive off 
of. What do you think big guy?" 
"Uhm, shit man are you sure this is safe? I mean I don't mean to sound 
like an Alice or nothin', but people fuck up sometimes an' did you hear about 
them two dudes at Rough River that dove in a spot they thought was safe? 
Goddamn Todd are you sure about this shit? I mean have you ... " 
"Shut-up goddamnit and calm down. You ain't gotta go if you don't want. 
Iain'tgonnamakeya. Butitain'tnobig deal--watch whatido. Orhere,come 
over here an' you'll get a real view." 
Todd led Joe to a spot a couple hundred feet away that curved around 
and looked back with a clear view at the spot from where Todd was going to 
dive. It was of equal height so Joe could see perfectly. 
Joe stood waiting at the observation spot while Todd disappeared into 
the surrounding woods on his way along the path back to the diving platform. 
Joe had taken the scolding from Todd like a kick in the ass, but small relief came 
over him as the threat had gone away. But when Todd emerged on the cliff, 
the fear and sickness flooded back hard as Joe figured his brother was getting 
ready to kill himself. 
"Goddamnit Todd, don't do it! This is crazy! Look how high you are, 
that's a easy 70 feet! Please don't do it!" Joe's shouts bounced around the 
quarry so that his first words rolled over his last, but Todd just looked in the 
water. 
Slowly, Todd turned his back to Joe as he carefully edged so that only his 
toes clung to the cliff. His calf muscles rolled up then down as he slowly 
extended up on tip toes then down flat again, arms straight down, everything 
straight, everything tight 
Joe tensed and it all got silent. Tears built up in his eyes and he wanted 
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nothing more than to hug his brother and not let him go. 
"W-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A!!" came from across the void as 
Todd thrust out into the air with his body fully stretched and arching 
backwards, forming a tight ball in a flash, flipping three perfect turns, before 
opening to a cutting dive, burying him deep in the thick water, leaving a galaxy 
of bubbles fighting for the surface of an otherwise undisturbed pool. 
Joe was crazy with fear and excitement. He began to feel a new 
nervousness when Todd broke through the surface screaming, 
''WOOOOOOOOOHH, Mother Fuckin' Awesome! AAAAOOOOOWWWW 
Baby!" 
"You alright man?" Joe could see Todd's arms and legs scooping and 
swirling beneath the water as he treaded and swam in circles. 
"Hell yeah I'm alright. I'm fuckin' great!" Todd was enjoying the 
warm softness of the water still just treading, laying his head back to feel the 
water in his hair when he noticed Joe had disappeared. As Todd opened his 
mouth to yell after him he was terrified by the sight of Joe running from up in 
the woods and leaving the cliff off his right leg, jumping up with O!le arm 
extended like he was trying to dunk a basketb~l. Joe kept pumping his arms 
and legs like he was running and punching at the air till he crashed on the water 
and sank. Todd screamed for Joe and had just started toward the spot where he'd 
sunk when Joe popped out, nodded his head at Todd and silently smiled. 
"You little bastard! That was one dumb fuckin' stunt! I've never even 
jumped from there! There coulda been a rock or something. Goddamn, are 
you alright?" 
"I'm fine man! I just got carried away. This is incredible! I was scared 
shitless! How'd I do though, other than the approach?" 
Todd laughed and said,' 'Yeah, that was one hell of an approach. I didn't 
think you had the balls. You ready to go back up so I can teach you how to do 
a gainer?" 
''I guess I'm alright for now Todd. You go right ahead. ' ' 
"Ah OK Joe, what the hell, let's just lay down here and take it easy for a 
while." 
"Yeah," Joe saidashegrippedTodd'shead and sent himbubblingdeep 
under water, "let's take it easy." 
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On Seeing Rockwell Industries 
on the Road to Lexington 
Poppy orange mixed with periwinkle blue 
Geranium red and marigold 
Factories masquerade as meadows. 
Sanoma Goodwill 
Men in steel-toed boots cross the asphalt painted green 
To picnic from black lunch buckets, 
Two-quart vacuum bottles 
Under fluorescent suns. 
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Elizabeth Collins lithograph 
Grandmother's House 
A cool, edging breeze 
thrust through the whirly-
bird electric fan, standing 
on a brown half-broken, formica-covered table 
Dog hairs blow up from the 
dusty floor, loosened from crevices 
left by hot coals from the 
immense ftre place's belly 
Papa's brown molded skin sits on 
his body like a raisin as he calls me 
a knucklehead and shows me the mess of crappie 
Thomas Martin 
he caught in his blue-green aluminum boat down on Smith Lake 
white rhinestones sparkle 
in the ceiling. When the lights go 
out, Papa tells me to come close, "They're 
ain't no electric blankets around here." 
As I sit in Grandma's white-oak 
rocking chair, she brings me popcorn. 
Her maroon house coat has red balls like cherries 
that stick their heads down into my bowl 
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Papa and I sit in rocking chairs 
with our feet propped and look at 
ancient knives from the war and laugh 





through the window 
a whore 
in red stockings 
before noon 
almost calamity 




Captivated by the beauty of her 
own hand--
aesthetic--muscles and bone 
perfectly aligned beneath pale skin--
she holds it out, poised--
imagines it weaving the 
separate strands of moon 
as they are unwound from 
the sky--into a soft woolen 
scarf that wraps itself 
around her walls 
goddess--moving the intangible, the impossible--





I have found a place for you 
where the water 
holds 
the sky in its hands--
Can you explain the trees which are 
suspended--floating across the water 
sky; its artificial blue rippling with 
every dead/living thing that falls? 
If I could give you this place 
or even the sky--wouldn't 
you drown 
reaching for broken 
leaves that pass as ancient planets 
and suns--an entire universe caught 
neatly in the serene pool. What 
could you find there 
a lustrous, sunken mirror draped 
by mud shawls and gnarled arms--
where you can step through 
yourself 
to the place you hold in 
the shivering and wavering 
clear water sky--and find 
your thoughts wrapped around 




The Second Coat 
Rob had been painting the Murcheson's house in his spare time to help 
pay off his dentist bill. Two caps and a root canal. It cost four hundred bucks, 
and his mouth still hurt like a mother. Sally had made him go. She'd said no 
husband of hers was going to be sucking things through a straw at thirty-six. 
They'd work out the payments somehow, she'd told him. 
The dentist had been a real prick. Before he had put Rob under, he had 
asked if he wanted a tattoo put on one of his teeth. Said it was the newest thing, 
that girls would drop their panties for a man with a tattoo on his teeth. Rob hadn't 
laughed. He'd wanted to tattoo the dentist's face with his fist 
The dentist had given Rob some pretty good downers to kill the pain, but 
they made him feel stupid, so he dido 't take them very often. Every now and 
then, his mouth began to throb and he wanted to scream. 
And four hundred dollars! 
At least he was lucky that the siding business was going slow. He could 
take off work early and put in a few hours at the Murcheson place and still make 
it home by seven. And Sally couldn't even bitch at him for staying out so long. 
It had been her suggestion. 
She dido 't really bitch that much, but when she did, she did it well. He hated 
that shit 
But he understood why she was afraid to stay alone at night in the slime pit 
where they lived. Several nights they had heard gun shots. They had wanted to 
move as soon as they got there, but they dido 't have much choice on what they 
were making. And others had it worse. 
The painting idea had come up at a party they had gone to at one of her 
friend's. It was supposed to be an all girl thing, but Sally didn't know much 
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about how to get to her friends' neighborhood, so Rob had driven. He had 
sat in the kitchen drinking Coors w bile the girls talked about things at the office 
where they did the "secretary thing." 
Elaine was one of those types who worked to keep herself busy while her 
husband earned the bread. She was a tall one, early thirties, with brown hair 
in a boy cut. She had a New England accent, but was probably from the Bronx. 
Married lucky and all that 
Over her third gin and ginger ale (Rob had made the drinks), she had been 
complaining about her house, about how she had never been happy with the job 
the painters had done two years ago. Sally had reminded Elaine that Rob did 
that sort of thing and one thing led to another. 
Elaine's husband called Rob three days later. He said that although he'd 
rather have the painting completed in a few days, he'd let Rob do the work. The 
price Rob had quoted was half the going rate and Elaine had seemingly pressed 
the issue until Mr. Murcheson, Benny, was tired of hearing about it 
Sally had told Rob that Benny was okay, but he had problems dealing with 
people outside the university. In other words, she had told him that Benny was 
an ass hole, but they needed the money, so he should be nice to the man. 
Things had been going according to plan for the first two days, but on 
Friday, Rob was asked to help with a siding job on some old lady's house in the 
east end. Between the actual job and the lady trying to tell them how to do their 
job, it had taken hours. 
It was already seven when he made it to the Murcheson' s house. Elaine 
was waiting for him in the doorway. 
''Your awfully late, Rob. Benny said he wanted me to make sure that you 
finished the second coat on the dining room and the living room before you 
leave." 
''Elaine, I wasn't planning on staying too long. I had to stay late at work 
and--'' 
''Oh, this dump has to look nice for tomorrow night.'' 
Shealwayscalledherhouse "the dump," anditmadeRobmad.Let her live 
a week in the slime pit! Her house was beautiful, and it was huge. 
''You see,'' she continued, motioning for him to come into the living room, 
"Benny's invited some people from his Math Department over for dinner 
and drinks. They're very important guests.'' 
He had intended to do only the dining room because it was so late. Rob 
explained to her that he could come over early Saturday morning and finish the 
living room, but she wouldn't go for it. He asked to talk to Benny, but she told 
him that he was going to be at his poker game until at least midnight 
"It's the fumes," she told him. "I can't have a dinner when there's paint 
fumes everywhere.'' 
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"But I'm using latex paint, Elaine," he tried to explain. "It's quick drying. 
You could even hook up a couple of fans.'' 
She put her hands on her hips and took a deep breath. It was then that he 
noticed her breasts. She had on a yellow silk blouse, and you could see the 
outlines of her nipples. 
She picked up a Chinese-looking vase from the top shelf of the living room 
bookcase behind her and ran a finger over the bottom edge of it. She looked 
as though she was trying to find some kind of crack or flaw. Her skirt was made 
of some kind of gauzy material, and when she stretched to replace the vase, light 
shone through it, letting him see her legs and thighs. She was wearing nothing 
beneath the skirt 
"Look, Sally won't mind." She turned to him and smiled. "She really 
won't" 
"Elaine ... " He fumbled the words and tried again. He could still see 
through the skirt. He wondered if she knew, how couldn't she. ''Elaine, I'm 
tired. I've put in a full day and I'm hungry. It won't be that bad.'' He lost his 
words again. ''The paint smell, I mean. You can just hook up some fans and 
they'll do the trick." 
"But my husband said ... " She looked as if she was searching for the right 
words, not finding them. She pointed at the vase. ''Benny gave me that for our 
third anniversary. He said it would by worth something one day. You see? He's 
the 'meticullous' type." 
"I'm sure he'll underst--" 
"He's boooorrring, Rob." Her voice had become thick. 
"I can just wait on the second coat if you'd like. Look, I'll just pull off 
the drop cloths and come back again Sunday. Everything'll work out fine." 
Elaine stared at him. A silence of passed between them. 
"So what do you say, Elaine?" 
"I...Benny's ... you need to stay and finish the rooms tonight." She was 
staring into his eyes. "Look, you need money. Right? I'll pay you fifty dollars 
extra and even fix you something to eat if you'd like, but please stay.'' 
"Let me talk to Sally first. Explain ... " 
"She'll never know, Rob." 
If there was anything more to be said, he knew that he'd be the one to do 
it. He let her lead him into the kitchen. She handed him the phone and dialed 
the number from memory. 
Sally wouldn't fmd out, he knew that. She trusted him for Chrissake! 
Something else seemed to be nagging at him. A feeling. 
Sally's voice seemed softer than usual. She seemed frail, innocent to him 
as he began with the explanation. Of course, she understood. They needed the 
money, she said. 
He set the receiver lightly into its cradle. Elaine started to pull things out 
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of the cabinet seemingly at random and lay them on the counter. She stopped 
and walked over to him. She raised his hands to her breasts. She began kissing 
him wildly on the neck, then pulled away suddenly and walked to the 
refrigerator and began searching for things. 
"But frrst, a promise is a promise," she said, "You'll need strength." 
He sat down in one of the kitchen chairs. He wasn't paying much attention 
to what she was doing. He pushed his finger into his mouth feeling for the swol-
len area of his gums where the flesh was still healing. He thought about what 
the doctor had told him about tattooing teeth. He pulled his finger from his 
mouth and wiped spit onto his jeans. 
He was wondering what her husband--what Benny would say when he saw 
that the second coat hadn't been finished. He was wondering if the whole 
damned thing had been a lie to start with. 
Something started sizzling on the stove. Elaine stirred the food in the pan. 
She began humming a tune. 
Without a word,hestoodandwalkedbackinto the livingroom. He looked 
at the walls. He looked at the carpet and the decorations and the shiny tables 
he'd covered with drop cloths. 
It's not really so hot, he thought. None of it. 
He opened the door and walked down the sidewalk, had pulled out of the 
driveway when he saw her in the rear-view mirror waving her arms like a 
monkey. He laughed that it had taken her so long to notice. He laughed and 
couldn't seem to stop. 
His mouth began pulsing with pain. He managed to fish out one of the 
downers that the dentist had given him, and dry-swallowed it. 
He laughed at Elaine, at Benny, and the stupid lives they led. He laughed 
because the food on the stove was probably already starting to burn. He 
laughed because for the first time in his life he knew that he couldn't be bought. 
The more he laughed, the more things he thought of to laugh at. The more 
he laughed, the more his mouth hurt. But driving toward home, watching the 











Beyond Those Hills 
Stone churches and winter branches 
Are rain wiped and cooling after another Sunday. 
People at the laundromat stare at their cigarettes, 
Holding magazines like communion cups. 
The laundromat is bright, 
Difficult for ghosts to appear. 
Rain washes down the street hunting for a dry place. 
Ernesto told me how his sister slit her veins 
Length ways, in Chihuahua. 
He went to take a pee 
And found her with roaches in her blood. 
She had waist length hair and looked after the other six, 
Because his father had a job in Dallas 
And his mom cleaned house for others. 
But her hair was so soft, he said. 
We're all bored with arteries and envelopes. 
But any death is not as cold 
As when humans by their own hands 
Carry their minds away. 
Ernesto folds his sheets and stacks his towels. 
The dryers have made the windows fog over, 





Revolving within faith. 
Morning; 
Crows squawked acceptance 
And I woke. Frost 
Had threaded windows, 
Stubble, rock. 
Remaining leaves rattled 






Falling forward slowly, dusk 
Webs trees. I 
Hear the stone making soil. 
Closer than dermis and epidermis, we 
Are each other. Our hearts clench 





The sisters have been cordial. 
My room these years: 
Table, bed, night stand and rosary. 
Spending my days in the convent gardens, 
I rise by four 
At the footfalls of Sister Anne on the corridor stones. 
She rings the small bell, 
A brass hummingbird cupped in her hand. 
Then chapel, prayers 
Clandestine in the dawn. 
Breakfast of menudo, 
The Mexican Sisters hungry doves 
And me, pecking out the hominy. 
In emergency we may whisper, 
But only to Mother Superior. 
In the gardens I talk, 
Radish tops and celery bicker in the breeze. 
There are wild flowers clustered, 
Defining my comer. 
The sisters have been surprised by God's bounty. 
I let the sun massage my back 
As I ease my fingers through the soil, 




Melanie Reed lithograph 
Within 
It's a dark time in the house; 
Forecast was snow flurries by sunrise. 
Instead, this armada of ice, 
Sinking. Everything is cold 
And mirrors fog inwardly. 
The water froze; 
Then it was me, 
Back and forth from the creek, 
Buckets sloshing. 
Aunt Rose and Ella, 
Both toddling, diabetic 
And over eighty, 
Were fragrant with fear and gratitude. 
That afternoon under the house 
Banging pipes and cursing, 
I relaxed suddenly 
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C.M. Thomas 
Too fatigued to continue. 
I drew near their fragile steps, 
The wind. 
The house settled, 
Thought someone called my name; 
Not to awaken, 
But turn away, 
Within. 
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On Going Over the Wall 
At Hemingway's House 
There's no Key West now, 
No sleepy village where Hemingway wrote 
And Harry ran his rum and died 
bit by bit 
It's condos and boutiques and drugs and 
Alternate lifestyles. 
More's the pity. 
But for more than an hour 
I was the southermost drunk in the continental U.S., 
Alone with my Riunite and notebook 
"America begins here" painted on the curb and 
''90 miles to Cuba.'' 
Key West is gone, 
But I scaled Papa's wall that night 
And would have slept in his bed, 
Pissed in the toilet, 
And drank on the terrace 
If a guard hadn't stopped me. 
I was looking for the real Key West; 
Something of a lost America. 
Something of a lost me. 
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Jeff Weddle 
I still have my Hemingway pants; 
Old levis with a rip in the right leg 
Where they caught on the wall 
But there's no more Key West. 
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Special thanks to Robert Franzini, Associate 
Professor of Art, for organizing and co-ordinating 
the art competition; to Charles Morgan, Associate 
Professor of Psychology and Director of the Honors 
Program; to Thomas Sternal, Professor of Art and 
Department of Art Head; to Eugene 0. Young, Pro-
fessor of English and Department of English, Foreign 
Languages and Philosophy Head, for their generous 
contribution of prize money. 
The lnscape Staff would also like to thank the 
judges of this semester's contest: 
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Paul Lindholdt, Western Washington University 
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